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Dating back to 1841, the Ebrington site opened in 1841 as a military barracks laid out in the
shape of a Star Fort overlooking the city and the River Foyle. In December 2003, Ebrington
was gifted to the people as part of the peace process. This 29-acre heritage site is on the
banks of the River Foyle and is connected to the city centre by the Peace Bridge.

Unsurprisingly, many of the buildings on this historic site have listed status. When their
rainwater systems required replacement cast iron was the material of choice and Saint
Gobain PAM being the UK’s only manufacturer of BS460 cast iron gutter and downpipe was
the logical option to supply the cast iron rainwater system.

Saint Gobain PAM was able to manufacture at its foundry in Telford, a mere stone’s throw
from “The Iron Bridge”, the birthplace of British cast iron. The project required the
manufacture of various long single piece 75mm offsets and special 4 x 3 plinth offsets all of
which were made at Saint Gobain PAM Telford foundry from measurements and drawings
provided from site.

Saint Gobain PAM worked closely with their distribution partners JP Corry; the contractors,
Woodvale Construction & McKelvey Construction and the architects Mullarkey & Pederson
to ensure the CPD & Ilex URC were supplied the product and installation this historic
heritage site deserved.

The construction of the Peace Bridge (2011) extended the city centre to encompass
Ebrington Square which is now the largest public space in the City. Ebrington has been
transformed in recent years to become a vibrant place to work and visit. The scheduled
Monument Star Fort Wall, the Listed and Retained buildings, mixed with new build adds
considerably to the attraction of Ebrington.
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